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I H T R O D U C T I O H

Tha thermodynamio properties of hadronlc systems are of special

iacereat in strong interaction physics,, The collective statistic

properties of an ensemble of strongly interacting particles xnay ma-

nifest themselves in the hot Universe at early expanding stages when

the density is that of nuclear order or more. Besides, according to

the bootstrap idea the thermodynaaio properties of hadrocie systems

may be inherent in highly excited hadronie matter which are formed

as a result of collision of fast particles.

Obviously, statistical mechanics of strongly interacting partle-

les is to be constructed with allowance for *\o interaction between

elements be Lag involved in the system. In ordinary statistical phy-

sics the interactions are taken into account by introducing the inte-

raction Hamlltonian into appropriate formula*. However in strong

interactions the Haniltonian la an unknown value. In hadronio proces-

ses the value under observation is the $ -eatrtx. Therefore in

studying hadronio systems the j -matrix formrTatio.. of etatieti-

cal mechanice prove* to be the most adequate* 8uoh a formulation was

proposed by Daehen, Ma and Bernstein (BUB) [ij some years ago. They

have presented the grand potential of the system £^ = - P V as a



n-biiterm ia expreaaed through the matrix element of

transition oi ii particles into П '•

p
л г
 am

V Q La bhe .<ieax gas part .of ъс % 8 = -̂=-- is the reverse

ttaperature, rYl •.*> tha particle masa; 3 Is the scattering matrix,

Д ia the ехсаавдз operator; / 2
n

 i s
 *s*en over free П,-partic-

le states; the subscrtpb С denotes that ooly connected diagrams with

the interaction acting at least once are kept.

Osing this representation and Appropriate models for the scatte—

•;ig ompl i.fcufius оь= -jon obtain a cosjprehensive information about

•"/MiTnodynamic properties of the hadron±c ayetems. So, in Refs. £2j

some interestIng results concerning the resonance component of a 'st-

rong interaction were obtained. Thermodynamic consequences of the Hegge

component of -ddronic inter-act̂ ons were studied in Eef. [3j . And it

was shown that the high-temperature asymptotica cf the nhermodynamio

potential ̂ 2 is expressed through the hit'i-energy asymptotic of the

scattering amplitude. At high energies the theory of complex angular

momentum is in good agreement with experiment. This enables one to

consider that the results obtained by the Regge pole model reflect

real features of tha thermodynamics of the hadrci..с system.

The concept of three asymptotic regimes of the scattering ampli-

tude has been evolved in high-energy physics. Tue first asymptotic re-

gion begins with ener ев where a resonance structure disappears in

the cross-section, and the scattering amplitude ie represented aa •

sum of contributions of possible Begge singularities. For different

processes the begining of this region is characterised bj the energy

Et, in the laboratory systeit of reference from I to 10 Gev. The

eeconc aŝ itiptotic region is associated with the energies at which
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the contribution., of the secondary Я egg a trajectories disappear and

only the contribution of Poineron singularity is left. The analysis

of pp and p>p - scattering gives the "aluea for proper energy

H
L
 oz 100 Guv. The third asymptotic region corresponds to the ener-

gies at which ;he terms of Pomeron contribution to the total cross-

section increasing with the energy increase become essential. At

energies E (_•&- 20°0 Gev achieved on accelerators the increasing

term accounts for 10% of the cr istant one. Starting from fiting

da i one can uxpeot that these terms will be equal at /Fi^IO Gev.

The system of meeons whose interaction.- ax defined by exchange

of the Pomeron pole was considered а £зЗ • *hus, obtained results

refer to the "superasyaptotie" -second and third temperature region

T^ss- IOO Gev. At -uch temperature" the hadroiHo matter equations

o£ state proved to have the form P-S./5 ae distinct frost the gas

of noninteraction ultrarelativiatio particles Р™В/3 •
 ф
Ь.е dec-

rease of sound velocity from •££ = i/'/? to 1^= i/Vs is resul-

ted from the repulsion forces in the system due to the Pomeron

exohange. Further in a number of paper^ \b~] from phenomenological

considerations a similar conclusion relative to the.sound velocity

in the hadronio matter was drawn.

In the present paper we study a more : mlistio system of hadrons

consisting of p , П. , p ,TL * Taking into account beside* Poceron

also secondary Begge poles we try to extend ur consideration xiito I

asymptotic region i.<*. on temperatures of Т~т& Ю Gev.

I. SO!Aa?EliEHT OP Л ЕВОИИЯ AMD АИВ0Х1Ш.а!7'Ж

Consider the charge symmetric thermodynamic system, consisting

of nucleone and antlnucleons p , n. , p", TC at ultrarelatlvi«ti«

temperatures T^'Wl. The number of particles ifl not л conserved

here, therefore the chemical potential of the system /U = О •
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In the nucleon-antinucleon system there are 10 «hannele of the reac-

tion 2-*-2 ia which the initial states .rinoide with final eta«as

(2)

Г. (3)

РЧ
n-t-

P r

P*
P +

P—*" f
n—*

п.—*

.p_-*

D^-p

p-p

о

Pv

p

-t-o
I

f Я

+• ТГ

+-P

It is clear, that such e system caanot be considered ae a oloaed

since besides fs/N pairs the produc ion of aesons and hyperone

is possible, ivom this viewpoint our consideration is of uncoaplete,

model nature. The second essential simplification is that we restrict

ourselves to the cons'leration of Y\ -particle processes in which

a strong interaction itself ie two-particle (Pig.I) Theae diagraiu

can be summarized- and t;-.e result ie expressed in the explicit font

(See appendiT)i

S)
c

(4)

I where V i" the volume cf the eyat a, P is the pressure, P
o
 -is

j the pressure of the ideal Ferai-gaa, F(s,t) Its the scattering ampli-

tude, 5 • "t ere the llandelstaa variables) the functions Ri

and И^ are defined in the Appendix) ^~__ denotes the summation over

к
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the reaction chennels 2—*-2—Bq.(2), (3).

K^^ure''
1
y, the problem arises 3ust how reasonable auc' approxima-

tlon is when calculating the thermodynamic values for the system with

M = O a t T'-^fV and high densities Of course a thorough answer

to this question can be found only 1л a detailed study of the whole

series (I) which is unrealizable in the present state of the strong

interaction theory. In particular, a systematic study of multiple

processes has been only agun. Therefore, justifying the approxima-

tion by two-particle strong interaction amplitudes w* can only note

that in the used Begge amplitudes the aultiple processes are taken

into acoount effectively.

The series (I) defines the addition to the grand potential owin
b

to the account for interaction. As it will be shown below, even tax *;

partial allowance for the interaction which is considered in the

present paper leads to an essential reconstruction of the thermody-

namics of the extern as compared with an ideal
 &
as.Nevertheless, >

there is no guarantee that the summation of other terms of -he whole

aeries can compensate the considered contribution and can lead to

oomplet^-y different results. We belive that such a possibility

ia scarcely probable.

One of objections to the approximation under consideration re-

sults from uucorreot analogy between the representation (1)

and the virial expanain. The last, of course, is unfit at high den-*

sities of the system. But in the са^э of a zero chemical potential

the density is not an independent value but is e function of tempe-

rature. As it was nuted in [Ij , the series (I) t aneforme into a

vixial expansion in the noivrelat? -is uO limit if we assume that the

system has e nucleon excess unessential at high temperatures but

important at nonrelativistic ones. UniJV cooling of such a iyat«e

antinucleons bui up and the remain nuoleona form a system r b a

consec^ving number of particles. Thus, if we reexpand the aeries (J)
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using the potential (UQ connected with the ooaserved Ъакуоь charge

Q , the term with a fixed В will correspond to the infinite

sum from. (I). It is clear that the tesm with J с 2, corresponding

to the second virial coefficient is not equivalent to the term with

/га 2 in (I),

Let ua turn to our /v*A/ SJ tern. For the amplitudes of reactions

(2), O ) we ehall uee the Begge model. We take into account the Pome~

ron pole end the trajectori"» with the intercept (^LfOjsii/2 - f,C&
t
j>

and A2 • Since the Begge poles with ieotopio spin -I, i.e. p end

Д , вак- a considerably leas contribution to tue processes Д//1/
 f

//Д/ and Д//У than polea with an ieoepin 0
 (
 i.e. & and ^ , we

can restrict theaneelves to the с jneideration of only the last ones.

As a result, all tea reactions (2) and (?) are described by three

aaplituuee

(5)

Ff ~ (6)

where f
p
 , f, and f^ are the contributions of the Fomeron , -f

and tO trajectories, respectively. 6^- trajectory is charge odd

and coudequentiy It asJces a contribution of eu. opposite sign to the

processea (2) and (3).

At present, a precise character of total cross-section is not

established. Therefore we shall consider the variants of a siaple

and double Pomeron pole (thi is equivalent t< an aaymptotic constan-

cy and to i crease of the total croee-set ion, respectively).

2. A SXPl'BM OP РВОТО"в

As a first step in eolv^^g the problem, we calculate the оon-
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fcribution of tbp fire», reaction In (2) to the grand potential «

Such a calculation is equivalent to consideration of a eyetem of

conditional protons with nonooneerved b<.sjoa charge*

T~e gas pressure of noninteractin? ultrarelativietio fennione

is easily found by the Known formula

Further we shall restrict ourselves to the percentage aeouraoy of

calculations, in partioaLar, f ? P
o
 we have approxioately

(7)

Note, that here and belo we operate in the system ft = C — i and

the unit of energy is taken aa I Gev* .

a). Suppose the Pomeron is a simple pole

Then its contribution to an amplitude can be written in the fo»

where

Qtp(t)= Y -hd'p-t

is the Pomeron pole trajectory, ^Tp(t)
 i e t n e

 residue for which

we use the parametrization J

According to an optical theoioa in asymptotic the total oroee-aection

is connected with Imaginary part cf the Pomeron contribution

г (ъ о) ~ Xr, (в)



;tarting from the approximate exchange degeneracy of у
}
 и) - fiegge

poles, we consider their residues and t~plectories to be equal. Then

We use the following values of Regge pole parameters obtained from

the fit to p~p and p p -scattering data

~O. 8 £V~\
According to (5)

We introduce the designation

Ft = Fi±

Owing to the exchange degeneracy

For real and imaginary pert* of amp] tudes г
р

 f
 F+ we have

ImF
P
(S,t)~



1 t

lm F>(S,t)=O.

Next wejjrite down the expressions fox values R^Fp^pTrnFp and

IF which enter the integrals (4)

? In, FP = - t y p [ 2 ) ( 4 )
(13)

where

In calculating (12) (I?) we have taken into account that

«в с я have all the expressions necessary lor substitution into the

integrals (4). First of all we calculate the first tent of thr

series (4), In thia саеч, the functions /?
?
 and R2. in the

right-hand side of (4) should Ъе rer^aced by units. Then 5t is con-

venient to rewrite these integrals as follows

(14)



(15)

where tfifZ) is a modified Besael function. The total pressure

in the eyetea is presented respectively in the fora

P - Я + Pi + /v

Да shown in Г _3 7 . at high »emp*ratu?es the sals scsti Ibutica to

integration over E. comes froir the region of large £ . Therefo-

re we xeplacu the bottom limit in integrals over E by the M -

energy at which the Regge approximation of tae scattering amplitude

become» valid. As it waa discueeed above, the energies oharaoteri-

•lng the first asj ptotio region begin from about 10 Gev. We bear

in mind thie value in our futher calculations.

Bine. ReFp(S,0J=>O f Pi is saturated by the contribution of /,

U) poles. Replacing the variables in (14) BE = Ъ and deno-

ting appropriate partial pressure by Pf > we obtain

fhe value
 n
e fp-bj=~E

m
 ^P ел **Ч : i the interference of a

л n i- *^ т г-

Poaeroa and / ^ poles Rer
+
^^-lmr

D
 max» a contribution

to rv . We shall denote the con ̂ ponding pressure by f\

and ri .In substituting J»to (15) egressions (12) and (I?) the
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integration over ~t- is performed explicitly. Avoiding cumbersome

formulae we «rite down the following approxiute expressions for in-

tegral* over t

(I?) «nd (18) -г» obtain tss P^
P
 and

The integrals on the right-hand sides (19) and (2J) are slowly vary-

ing functions T" at teaperatures 7"^" 10 Gev. Calouletiog them we

obtain for Р
г

 P
 end p

z

rp
 expreeelona which are valid with £ od

aoouracy in the tcnperature region under consideration

''? T6



>Р_ эцгрТ5 г jr/Tj 7
J • (22)

Not* that the contribution of /, cO -poles to the total pressu-

re ot the system ("tens ' P* and fi
L

tp
)le negative. The negative "ign

of «nia tern la not accidental,it is defined bj negndve aign of the

real part of the amplitude f
+
 (Sj t) — fa •+• F^g when t •= О,

Summarising the partial contributions (7), (16), (21) and (22)

we obtain the expression for the total pressure of the system as a

function of temperature -

P(r) - P
o
 + P,% P/V p/« ^

Since the dependenoe on 1~ enters the ooeffioiente of temperature

degrees u / л Г • one oan oonaider them to be approximatelj con-

stant in the region 10 Gar ̂  7~ J£L 1000 Qev. Ae a result, for the

equation of state the following phenomenologioal foraula holds

f>-AT* - 131s t CT" ,

(2?)

b). Poaoron ia a Double Pole

This variant differs from the above mainly by the faet tha* here

the real part of the forward soatterlng pomeron amplitude is different

from cero. Thus, the contribution P, is added to a total pressure.
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, F
Besides, allowance must be made for changes in expressions for

and FV -here the pomeron amplitude enteru. It is now iэргевеп-

ted in the form

We hare for the total cross-section as В — "

(24)

Ргов experinent [5J it follow* that £ s»

The real and imaginary parts of the amplitude F p e a n be written

aa follows:

Im (26)

Using (24) and (25) we also obtain

& t]

C27)

(/ ^ At e> f s in (fct



We now find P
f
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p

Substituting (2?) into (15) and doing some transformations we find

% = ~r^Tf^tf (30)

where the following integrals are denoted by X)'
L

Ш1. f
(sX6p24.t»CTh>J >

А

In the teuperature region under consideration with good accuracy for

X>1 tn eatdjuitl(ma

are valid»

It i« eaey to see ualng particular таЮеа or paraaetere that the firat

tezm la (30) le three orders 1л*я than the second one. Finally we

have

P
*^ ' д .
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where <T
t
 is given by formula (2*) and, in terms of GeV^, has tut

f o a

Voxe that the expression for Fj. differs a bit from the appropriate

expression (21) in a case when Poaeron is a simple pole. It is easily

seen if we change in (21) Up by 01 according to formula (8) and

take into account that th< second term in square brackets (3I)aooounta

for about 0.1*

Substitution of (28) into (15) leads to the following expression

for P/
P

The third tern in the equare brackets (32) is considerably less than

the first two, <sa 0.04. Therefore, quantitatively P^~
P
 '° •

of a simple and a double Ротегоь are „lightly distinguished between

themselve As a result* we obtain the following equation of state

for the double Poaeron variant the equation of state has the

fora (23). The coefficient
 r>
. reaains tl > ваше,the ooeffioie*>t Q

is i*raot±cally unc* angable quantitatively and coefficient Д i: rea-

ees by 2.3 due to the inclusion of term F$ .
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3. TOCLION-AHCIHUCLBON SYEIBK

In a nuoleon-antinuoleon system with a to xl baryon charge con-

servation tb« A W pair production is .admissible. Therefore is this

ease a distinction from • real, situation lies only in «be abseaoe

of prodootloa of other particle .Weassume that a consideration of

the total particle system will lead to a reconsideration of only

quantitative aspeets of the phenomenon. In this sense the /VA/ -

system ••••в to be a realistic model o£ hadron matter.

The N N -system involves four kinds of particles. Therefore

the pressure Pe of an ideal gas differs from a ca~a of the f>p -

system by a factor 4. Prom 10 channels of reactions (2) and (3) on

which one should perform a summation the first 6 are described by

similar amplitudes and their contribution to the part of pressure

due to interaction is such as in the pp -system multiplied by 6.

The pomeron amplitude is the same for a2 10 reactions. Thus, the

pomeron term of tba total pressure is the MN -system is obtained

when multiplying by 10 appropriate values (21), (29), (31) for the

-system. An esbential distinction appears with allowance for

f, CO -contribution to the reactions A/W~~*A/A/ . These con-

tributions enter the amplitudes (6) in the combination F~~Ff-Fco

(II). An .ucaginary and a real parts of Fl are diet-^ct from f^

and have the form

(33)

F- (s,t)

J*O » *be combint Lone Й е £ ^ Tmi- ,

contribution ^ the integra

appropriate partial pressure- by / 2 . P~P p.p~

Z make a contribution ^ the integral (15), We denote

P~P
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Угои О З ) it ie clear that Re£-(S, O) — О • Therefore the

tern f\ vanieuM. Th» total pressure can to» presented la tb« fora

P
wh*r« P

o
 , p/, P£pt Pf

P, Pz
p ar« calculated U» th« pr*9«aiag

aeotloo. W* oaleulat* th» partial pr*aaor«e P2 , /̂  , P

io two oaaaa, wb^n Pomeron i« a eiapl* and a double pol*. Aa abown

below, in the first bracket! (5*) there are ialuaa proportional to

T « in the second - those proportional to T and In th* third»

proportional to T .

a). The Poneron ie a Slap!о Pol»

)

Substitutiag (35) Into (15), we obtain
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We calculate approximately P^ using (36)

^ "(г rf(r) L $(T)J у

which accounts for about 3# of /-J . Using (57) we evaluate alnl-

iarly

Comparing with P^ we see that r^ accounts for about 9£ and

has an opposite sig- . Since the combination -Д/7-j + Fji ~J

equals about 1.3 & of г* this contribution ehruld be neglected

within our calculatit.. accuracy. Besides, in a case of the Pomeron

is a eimpl~ pole P
i
—0 and, consequently, the formula of press-

ure is simplified

b).8uppo«* the Poeoron is « Double Pol*

Her» calculatir s are more сгшЬегвол* and results differ slig-

htly froe the preoediag variant. Те give the final expression*
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ЧЩ~О.О2Р;

we have

. э term ^-(f3 +РЛ l^-aOfSf^ a SQ.(54-) can be neglected.

те

P

c). Allowance fox Exchange Processes

The calculation of the firet tent in the aeries (4) was diaeusaei

in considerable detail because the allowance for diagrams with e*-

changes (Pig.I) doe» not change qualitatively the fora of the equa-

tion of state (23) but only redefines numerical values of the coef-

ficients. We present toe main steps of caleulat. эпв of integral* (4-)

with functions Ri , Rz appearing by summation over mr jy-par-

tiole exchange processes.

Let us denote the first integral on right-hand side of (4) by f^

and separate the temperature dependence. Since small values of E

>rao Lcally» make no contribution to the integral a. given tempera-

tires, the function Ri(9f£fpJ depenas realy ou two variable*:

so that

(The definition of function R i s given in tbt appendix).

We also take into account the fiegge forward- scattering ampl .cud* In

terms of tl эе vt^lablee has the fox»
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Then the integral в (l~) ia written ав follows

where

(за)

It is easy to evaluate numericalj.y the integral (38) uain« ̂ he ?

valae theorem

о J
Vroa the toraula it ie a«en that the difference of the Talue fij (~TJ

froe P, (T'j calculated earlier ia in the factor

The position of the point (^{^Ъ,) depends on the intercept

We find it approximately by relating this point with naxiaua of the

integrand .39)•

is a result, for two eases <X-(i , = I and ^(0) ж 1/2 we obtain

RiC*V>2*J « 0.8 at U(0) ж I ,

"RifarO " °*
7 at
 ^

4J)
 "

 I/2
'

We now turn to the evaluation if the second Lnte
b
.-al on the

right-hand aide (4) dene ting it by ~* (T) . Having aade

ons
(
 we Л ain
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Ъ

where X. depends on Heg&4. parameters and ia calculated as it was

done above» d-i , vL
z
 are thv. tra^eotorlee whioh define toe asymp-

fcotios of_a real and imaginary paxte of tbe amplitude in the express-

ion

Aooording to the шеап-value the >rea

о

(?.ь at

Using the numerical values Ou. £ * and ftz on* can

calculate the coefficients /4 * В » С of the equation of

(23)» The numerical values of these coefficients for «11 considered

variants are given in Table I,

4. BQUATIOH OF STAXS

Thus, in the fraftework of our approximations we found that if or

a hadronio system in the temperature region ~T >• 10 Oev the equa-

tion of state



r
.akes place where 4 , (3 , С are the positive values which slightly

depend on temperature. They are expressed through the parameters of

tbi Eegge poles лп m from experiment (9). The numerical values of

the coefficient*, Д , В » С for the considered va iants of the

hadronic system and assumptions of the pomeron singularity character

are given in Table I. The curve ^(T)
 i s

 presented in Figure 2.

Cfc shows that there exists the region of temperatures where the pres-

sure becomes negative. The temperatures at which the pressure vanishes

are denoted by ~J~p and Ip . Two other specef ic points ,
 s t

 ~f~g

correspond to the temperatures at which the derivative of the pres-

sure P (~T~J vanishes. Since in the system with fU ж О this value

',s connected uith the entropy density S ^ / y ? T , and it is the

value positively defined, the segment of curve between I ~T$ and T5

is iionphysical. A hadronic system cannot be in the thermodynamio

equilibrium at T
$
 ^ ~f^ ~J~

S
 . Nevertheless, the region of tem-

laratures T
s
 -c T"^, Ip la which pressure in the system is negative,

is not forbidden. The hadronic matter "supercooled"to such temperatu-

res will be in the me testable state until some fluctuations move

out the system from the unstable thermodynamic equilibrium and then

it goes onto the left
JI
cold"-sego. .nt of curve.

Note that the curve of toe equation of state in the hadronio

system is in a sense similar to the ven-d*. >-Vaals curve describing the

phase transition in the liquid-vapor system (Fig.;). The segment &6

corresponding to the supercooling liquid can descend under the axis

of abscissae, i.e. the pressure becomes negative. This state is meta-

etable

An interesting peculiarity of rysteua with



a zero chemical potential is an impossibility of the coexistence of fwc

phases in eguiliriua - "cold" and "bot", hS distinct of, for instan-

ce, the vapor-liq id system. This is due to the fact that in a eye-

tew with /W = О there ia only one independent thermodynamie variable.

lx a hadronic Bystem is cooled to the temperature near I 5 , the

further cooling OCCUTB in a nonequilibrium way due to the transfor-

mation of kinetic energy into the mass of producing particles. This

procese is finished and +\e thermodynamic equilibrium is established

only at T •*• T
s
 . Therefore the temperatures «5 and /5 can

be considerjd as limiting onea. Strictly speaking the region of unphy—

eical temperatures extend below Tg up to the temperature at which the

derivative of the entropy density becomes positive.

It should oe noted that the equation of state can describe wit:

a aore or less accuracy only a "hot" branch of P(J)', For a valid

description of a "cold" br&ncL it is necessary to use nonasymptotie

aodels of the scattering amplitude. Therefore tLe value of T c

which ia our consideration accounts for about ~ 0,5 Gev cannot be

considered as fully ascertained. As regards to the meaning of this

specific temperature one can associate it with the Hagedorr ultiirate

teeperature T
H
 [ej for which the value Ти & 0,16 Gev ia known

i om Phenomenology. We consider that the Ha
to
edorn temperature

<H ia limiting in the narrow sense. Though xt is impoasib" 9

to haat the system to hif̂ ier temperaturee by the equilibrium fashion

but under collision, for instance of two hadronic systems for had-

rona) the energy density can exceeds the critical £c and the ther-

modynamic equilibrlu will be set in the "bot" рпь э. Now this pnase

can be heat to any high temperatures,

The energy density in the system with M = 0 ia

ci
ц

Therefore, when t
1
 Pomeron is, for instance, a doi'Me pole, v i value
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£ "SO"*) *v iO* (ввТ}* and tbe corresponding mass density Л^Ю 2 ^ g/cm

One oan estimate at which energies in the center - of - mass eyatea

the produoed hadronio matter will have a density necessary for the

transformation Into "hot" Phase. The density of proton mass i s of the

order of TO1-* g/onr. If two propone (each with energy E ) collide,

the natter produoed in the Lorente-oontiacted volume Vе* Vo №/£

( Vo i« the proton voluae)wlll have the density g~ lO^E/mJg/a»5

hue, at В л* Ю* Qev in collisions a critical density wiJ.l be achl-

ered and one oan expeot that at these energies *he dynamics of aultip-

le production prooeer^e will be changed.

It i s a pleasure to thank P.I.Poain and N.A.Kobylinsky for

their interest to this work and helpful discussions.

A P P E N D I X

In the transformation from the S -matrix to the amplitude the

first term of the series (I) is written as the JUS of two integrals

p
z

%
c

( T )
In the center - of - aass system these integrals have the form

2m

га

я

In £lj an elegant proo^ is given th^t the eunuaation over all milti-

particle anagrams (fig.I) лл «hloh the interaction is defined by t! з

amplitude П.—"И is reduced to the appearat e o± the multiplier
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Q JГ/ (i £• Q. J before the amplitude (the elgn * le chosen depea£

iL-ng on a Fenii - or Boee-etatietice £K is the energy of the k-th

particle). In our ease it leads to the change in the integrals ( /$I)

( A 2) '

In o.m.s.

where iT=p/]/£i4-pzia the c.m.e. velooity, If ̂  i/l/i^lP* pi ooA (~P*)
are the momenta of particles in c.m.e. The eubetitution of th*ae

espreseioss into (AX) yields

3'aking an integral over we obtain

Integration of <A5) by parts gives



Performing the replacing of variables (A?) in the integral (A2) and

taking into account (A4) it is easy t "btain

У* Р&

where Z< = C0S (р/р,)
>
 2j.=* C*s{"p,

The position of momenta is shown in Fie;.5» Thus, if

where

ap>= P^

then

Д« large "7~ the email values of 7̂ " are important, i.e. as J5~
>

2—> / and 2
2
 = 2 y «In consequence, the integrals are simpli-

fied and (A6) takes the form

2rvi

where f{
1
 is the integral
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fig.3. The •an-der-Vaals equation describing pbaee transition in
the vapor-liquid system.
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Fig,4. Фае noaentua position in the eyeta» of reterenoe used in the

integration (Аб).
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